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Many companies are now looking at

shared workspace
options for their business in order to
support rapid expansion and growth,

whilst still attracting top talent.

With the change in workspace requirements, comes a change in
the requirement of the technology at the heart of your workforce.
The Mini-PC has seen an increase in popularity for several years
due to their flexibility, sustainable credentials, security and
subtle integration into working environments.

Meet the ESPRIMO range from Fujitsu, a flexible and friendly group of Mini-PC’s
ready to upgrade your workspace to one that can support your future.
All of the ESPRIMO family deliver:

Clean ergonomic design

Low Power Consumption

High Energy Efficiency

Space-saving for a clean

Low Noise

State of the art

working desk within modern

(whisper quiet PC’s)

security including
PalmSecure™ technology

workplace environments

ESPRIMO G558

ESPRIMO Q558

ESPRIMO Q958

Mighty and Mini!

A fully equipped all round PC

A powerful Mini-PC that is

Our smallest, yet powerful

that’s great for reception areas or

best used in conference &

and flexible Mini-PC.

confined workspaces.

meeting rooms.

Public Office Working Desk
This combination works for the new open or shared workspaces, providing
powerful and adaptable technology to suit the requirements of multiple users.
FUJITSU ESPRIMO G558; VESA Kit; Port Replicator; 2x24-inch FUJITSU Displays
(P24-9 TE and B24-9 TE connected via ‘Daisy Chain’); wake up keyboard (KB950)

Retail Banking Working Desk
Perfect for retail-banking tellers whilst providing
space-savings for a clear-desk workspace.
FUJITSU ESPRIMO Q558 with Universal Monitor Stand;
FUJITSU Display (P24-8 WS Pro); Keyboard (KB950)

ESPRIMO MRE
(Meeting Room Edition)
The flexible meeting room solution, enabling connected
viewing and devices for all meeting requirements.
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Expanding your workspace
Find out more on how to make your workspace more flexible and secure.

